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Speaker Evening
TRUTH OR CERTAINTY
The challenge of being religious and open-minded

RABBI DOW MARMUR
RABBI EMERITUS, HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE

Wednesday, May 16, 2012
Beth Torah Congregation
Toronto

Evening Programme
Opening Remarks – Jerold Grammer, Chair, Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
Welcome – Rabbi Yossi Sapirman, Beth Torah Congregation
Introduction of Guest Speaker – Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl, Beth Tzedec Congregation
Guest Speaker – Rabbi Dow Marmur, Rabbi Emeritus, Holy Blossom Temple
Expressions of Thanks – The Rev. Brian Wilker-Frey, St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
Reception – Please join us for a dessert buffet and further discussion.

History
In the early years, interfaith dialogue among mid-town churches and synagogues took place
over dinner more often than not. In November of 1986, the Reverend Dr. Roy Wilson of
Timothy Eaton Memorial Church sent the Reverend Rob Oliphant and George Edmonds,
Q.C. to meet with Bill Gazer, Hart Rossman and David Hart at Beth Tzedec. As a result of
that meeting, several North Toronto and Forest Hill congregations launched, the following
spring, the first of what has become the Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Group Speaker
Evening.

Mission Statement
The mission of the Neighbourhood Interfaith Group is “to achieve respect and appreciation
for the religious beliefs of others, praying that our work will help to end bias, bigotry and
racism in Toronto.”
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Chairman’s Message
Dear Friends,
The past year has been an
interesting and active one for
the Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group.
As many of you may recall, we
celebrated our 25th
Anniversary at a dinner held on
May 8, 2011 at Yorkminster
Park Baptist Church, where our
guest speaker was the Rev. Dr.
Andrew Stirling, Senior Minister
at Timothy Eaton Memorial
Church.
Prior to the dinner, the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group held a special service at
the grave of Victor Kugler, now
known as the man who hid
Anne Frank. Mr. Kugler had
lived quietly in Canada after
the war, but, before his death,
he was honoured by Yad
Vashem as Righteous among
the Nations. When the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group learned that there was
no special marker indicating
his pivotal role in the Anne
Frank story, our members
arranged for a memorial
plaque, which was graciously
donated by Benjamin's
Landmark Memorials, to be
installed at his gravesite.

dinner was produced by
Toronto videographer Rob
James, and a copy was
presented to Yad Vashem in
the fall. The video is
accessible through the Yad
Vashem digital archives.
On October 30, Grace Church
on-the-Hill, in cooperation with
the Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group, hosted an Interfaith
Taize service composed and
led by the Rev. Dr. Rachel
Kessler and the Rev. Canon
Peter Walker. Reflections on
the readings were given by
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum,
founding president of the
Canadian Yeshiva & Rabbinical
School, and Imam Habeeb Alli,
Secretary of the Canadian
Council of Imams.

luncheon held on the occasion
of his retirement. The
Inspector was a great friend of
the Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group, providing security for
our annual dinner and
attending a number of our
events himself.
On February 4, members of the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group were invited to the
annual Shabbat Shira service
at Beth Tzedec Congregation.
Several of our members also
attended a concert that
evening by Cantor Simon
Spiro, Cantor Meir
Finkelstein and the Beth
Tzedec Singers.

In closing, I would like to thank
all the members of our
organizing committee, whose
On November 27,
names can be found at the
representatives of the
back of this programme, for
Neighbourhood Interfaith
their hard work and
Group attended the inaugural
friendship. I would also like to
convocation of the Canadian
express our sincere thanks to
Yeshiva & Rabbinical School at Bryan Beauchamp, who
the University of Toronto. The
stepped down this past fall, for
school had just joined as a new his dedication and tireless
member of the Neighbourhood efforts over the years. We wish
Interfaith Group, and co-chairs him all the best in his future
Bryan Beauchamp and Jerold
endeavours.
Grammer represented us in the
academic procession and
Finally, I would like to thank
presented a written message of you for attending our Speaker
congratulations and best
Evening tonight, and I look
The service was conducted by wishes on our behalf.
forward to seeing you at future
the Rev. Canon Peter Walker,
events.
and participants included other Also in November, Bryan
faith leaders and members of
Beauchamp expressed our
Sincerely,
the consular corps. A 30appreciation and best wishes
minute video of the graveside
to Metropolitan Toronto Police Jerold Grammer, Chair
service and highlights of the
Inspector Larry Sinclair at a
Toronto, May 16, 2012
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Guest Speaker
RABBI DOW MARMUR
Dow Marmur was born 1935 in Poland. He spent the years of World War II in
the Soviet Union and returned to Poland in 1946. He emigrated to Sweden
two years later, where he attended school. In 1957, he went to London to
study for the rabbinate at the Leo Baeck College; he graduated in 1962 and is
now the President of its Alumni Association.
As a rabbi, he served two congregations in Britain, and from 1983 to 2000, he
was the Senior Rabbi of Holy Blossom Temple in Toronto; he is now Rabbi
Emeritus of the congregation. His latest assignment was as Interim Executive
Director of the World Union for Progressive Judaism in Jerusalem (2000-2001).
Rabbi Marmur is a Senior Fellow of Massey College, University of Toronto, an
Honorary Fellow of the University of St. Michael’s College, Toronto, and a
Fellow of the Leo Baeck College, London. He is also a Lay Bencher of the
Law Society of Upper Canada.
A recipient of Poland’s Order of Merit, he also has an honorary doctorate from
Regis College, Toronto. In addition, ARZA, the Association of Reform Zionists,
has bestowed on him its Ohev Yisrael Award.
The rabbi is the author of six books and the editor of two. His articles – on
Jewish theology, Zionism, Israel, marriage and related issues, and Jewish/
Christian relations – have appeared in Jewish and non-Jewish publications in
Britain, Canada and elsewhere. His memoir, Six Lives, was published in the
Fall of 2004. He now writes a monthly column in The Canadian Jewish News
and a biweekly one in The Toronto Star.
Rabbi Marmur has been married since 1956 to Fredzia Zonabend; they have
three children and five grandchildren.
NEIGHBOURHOOD INTERFAITH GROUP
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Beth Torah Congregation
On behalf of our
Congregation, we are
delighted to host the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group’s Speaker Evening at
Beth Torah Congregation.
It is an indication of the
longevity and success of the
group that it is still relevant,
vibrant and purposeful after
26 years.
At Beth Torah, we worship
and identify with
Conservative Judaism. We
are a modern congregation
who believe that Jewish
modernity is predicated on a
relevant tradition. We strive
to achieve equally and
engage the interfaith
community with the same
twin purpose. Interfaith
dialogue and awareness
enhances rather than
weakens one’s own modern
sense of community.
Embracing the dignity of
difference enhances our
spiritual self esteem,

allowing us to comfortably
identify the “other” as a
fellow seeker who, rather
than in opposition to our
way, is on a parallel path
guided by a parallel truth for
a parallel purpose.
Our founding narrative, the
story of Passover, decidedly
negates a total particularism
of religious identity. Rather,
as Rabbi Samson Raphael
Hirsch explains, the Jewish
people are to carry the
message that “as aliens, you
had no rights in Egypt; that
was the root of the slavery
and troubles which afflicted
you. Therefore – such is the
formulation of the warning –
you must take care not to
base human rights in your
state upon any other
foundation than pure
humanity, which dwells in
every human heart inasmuch
as a person is human. Any
neglect of human rights
opens a door to arbitrariness
and human persecution –
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which were the roots of
Egypt’s abominations.
(Hirsch on Exodus 22:20)
Particular identity
accompanies humanity; it
does not supersede it. This
is the basis upon which we
gather, as people and as
community, to acknowledge
that the founding core of
religion can be inclusive of
the other, although we
diverge in practice and even
belief.
We welcome you here for
your 26th Annual Speaker
Evening with the echo of the
Prophet Isaiah, “my house
will be called a house of
prayer for all nations” (Isaiah
56:7), inscribed on our
Sanctuary Ark and on the
tablet of our hearts.
Rabbi Yossi Sapirman
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Adath Israel Congregation
Dear Friends,
On behalf of Adath Israel
Congregation, we welcome
everyone to the 26th annual
gathering of the
Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group.
With a new format, it is
exciting to build on the
achievements of the past
twenty-five years. We look
forward to continuing and
building relationships with so
many others of good faith in
our community. We are
blessed with so many
churches and synagogues,
and the chance to learn and
interact is something for
which we are truly fortunate.
In thinking about the new
quarter century of our group,

I looked for inspiration in the
scriptural reading we will be
chanting in synagogues this
coming Shabbat. In Leviticus
25, we are given a series of
laws about the proper use of
land in ancient Israel. Above
all, the people needed to
understand that at certain
times, namely on the seventh
year and the fiftieth, the land
was to lay fallow. No
planting was to take place
nor were its vineyards to be
pruned. As the text tells us,
it was to be a year of
complete rest for the land. In
addition, the fiftieth year was
a unique period in that the
land would ultimately revert
back to its original owner.

makes clear, the land is
God’s; it belongs to no
human being. We may
purchase it, we may work it,
but these laws remind us that
eventually, we are only
tenants on the earth; God is
the true Ruler and Sovereign
over us all. Regardless of the
religion to which we belong,
the ethnic group, nationality
or race, we are united in our
interdependence on each
other and most of all, on
God. It is this lesson that
unites us all.
Rabbi David Seed

What is the significance of
these laws for us and at this
time? Again, as the text
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Beth Sholom Synagogue
In the early 1960’s, the
children of Jewish Russian
immigrants, two brothers
named Richard and Robert
Sherman, were asked by
Walt Disney to write a song
for a Walt Disney attraction
to be housed at the New
York City World’s Fair
pavilion. (To the curious,
those grounds today are the
home to the old Shea
Stadium and the New York
Open tennis championship.)
They came up with a song
called, “Its A Small World
After All.”
What’s interesting is that the
song caught almost no one’s
attention until the fall of
1962. That was the moment
of the Cuban Missile Crisis,
and the song carried a
message of brotherhood
and peace. So much so that
even today it is said that the
Sherman brothers’ song is
the single most performed
and most translated piece of

music on Earth. Their song
can be heard on nearly
everything musical from
keyboards and children’s
toys to ice cream trucks.
But the one thought to also
come from that wonderful
song is that the world might
be too small for us all. We
live in an increasingly fraught
time where some people are
failing to believe that there is
room for many truths in this
world. Call it
fundamentalism, or
extremism, but its results are
intolerance. It is intolerance
that leads some to think that
if people walk around the
world not believing what I
believe that it endangers
what I believe. Truth ends
up being not a pursuit, but a
zero sum game.

forth the curtains of your
dwelling, don’t hold back;
lengthen the cords, extend
the stakes . . . .” And in
many respects we find a
profound religious message
here: it’s a large world after
all. That there is room for us
all in this magnificent and
glorious home – room for
each of us to raise our
families, build our
communities, and engage in
our faiths. Room enough for
us all to live, and share
together in walking G-d’s
paths.
Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich

On the other hand, the great
prophet Isaiah wrote,
“Enlarge the place of thy
tent, and let them stretch
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Beth Tzedec Congregation
ב״ה
10 Iyar 5772
2 May 2012
Dear Friends,
Our annual gathering is all
about building bridges,
connecting different religious
institutions and people of
different faiths.
One outcome of the
discussion and dialogue
generated by this
Neighbourhood Interfaith
gathering was the successful
Path of Abraham study tourmission to Israel and
Palestine last September.
The relationships forged in
our shared evenings led to a

desire for a deeper and more
extended encounter.
Bridges require both stability
and flexibility. Stability
enables the structure to be
solid, secure and long
standing. Flexibility makes
sure that the bridges will
move with the wind and
earth and not be overly rigid
or brittle. The same qualities
are valuable in our interfaith
relations. We must have the
strength and stability of our
own religious tradition and
the elasticity to relate to
faiths other than our own.
One without the other would
be insufficient.

projects to bring us together.
As we build bridges to
connect our communities, let
us remember that those
ligatures will also be bridges
linking us to the future.
With blessings, I remain,
Most sincerely.
Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl

Let us use our annual
gathering to inspire new
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The Bishop Strachan School
It is the girls at the Bishop
Strachan School who write
and deliver the chapel
homilies. They are
encouraged to think
independently and challenge
their listeners. What follows
is from one of our grade 12
students, Leigh Walderman,
whose homily made many of
us stop and ponder. What
makes life worth living?
According to the Philosopher
of Ecclesiastes, it is faith in
God that ultimately invests
human life with any degree
of greater meaning. For
Christopher Hitchens,
however, the very opposite is
true. In God is Not Great, he
argues that a belief in God
and religion is antithetical to
wisdom and knowledge and
joy. To him, religion is the
force which enslaves
humanity; it is our “babyish
attempt to meet our
inescapable demand for
knowledge,” not the thing
that provides us with
knowledge.

So who is correct, the
Philosopher of Ecclesiastes,
or our modern-day
philosopher, Christopher
Hitchens?
If God does exist, his or her
greatest gift to humanity is
undoubtedly our ability to
think critically about our lives
and our place in the world.
Why would God have
granted us this capacity for
free thought if he or she did
not intend for us to exercise
it? Free and critical thought
is the vehicle that will allow
us to ultimately arrive at the
answer to the question,
“what makes life worth
living?” For some, like the
Philosopher of Ecclesiastes,
the answer may be God,
while for others, like
Hitchens, the answer may be
atheism.
Christopher Hitchens
regards religion as a form of
tyranny in itself, but religion
is only a form of tyranny if it
is practised by those who
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have failed to ask the
necessary questions
regarding their own personal
belief systems. Too often,
people exist in Bertrand
Russell’s “tyranny of
custom,” accepting certain
ideas and living by certain
social and religious codes
simply because that’s the
way it has always been
done. There is a profound
irony about religion. It is
based on the fundamental
notion of faith and belief, but
most people are born into a
religious tradition; they don’t
choose one. There is often
very little personal choice or
reflection when it comes to
religious practice, but
reflection is precisely what
needs to occur in order to
find meaningful answers to
life’s great questions.
The Rev. Kathy Gibbs
Chaplain
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The Canadian Yeshiva & Rabbinical School
Our Neighbourhood Interfaith
Group is meeting between
the holidays of Passover and
Shavuot. These two festivals
are connected by the custom
of counting the “omer,” the
sheaves of the harvest, each
day from the second day of
Passover until 49 is reached,
and Shavuot arrives. A
“week of weeks,” hence the
Hebrew “Shavuot,” or weeks.
Shavuot is celebrated on day
50.
Why do we do this, and what
is the connection between
the festivals? Passover is
the festival of freedom, of
leaving the House of
Bondage. Shavuot is the
festival of Receiving the
Torah, of accepting the
Commandments. A slave
cannot accept the
Commandments, only a free
man can. But we take it one
step further – the very

purpose of the redemption
from slavery becomes the
receiving of the Torah.
We do not just celebrate
freedom from; we celebrate
freedom to. Freedom from
slavery has its meaning only
in the context of freedom to.
And therein lies the meaning
of the counting of the days,
the “omer.” There is purpose
to our journey.

May we, together, accept our
responsibility as free people
to do our part in repairing the
world, “tikkun olam,” as we
are commanded to do.
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum
The Canadian Yeshiva &
Rabbinical School

How significant that our
interfaith group is meeting
during these days, heavy
with layers of meaning.
The Canadian Yeshiva &
Rabbinical School, the
newest member of the
group, is pleased to offer
greetings and
congratulations to those
whose journey is laden with
meaning, and whose
purpose is to do God’s will.
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Grace Church on-the-Hill
During the course of 2012,
Grace Church is celebrating
one hundred years “on-thehill”: a century of grace.
From its origins downtown
on Elm Street in the 1870’s,
the present Anglican
community worshipping at
Lonsdale Avenue and Russell
Hill Road has evolved. Back
in pre-WWI Edwardian
Toronto, “College Heights”
was on the northern edge of
town and, culturally, Toronto
was closed, colonial, and
conformist. A month after
the tragic sinking of the liner
Titanic, the sod was turned
for a new stone church
designed by the eminent
architect Eden Smith. The
first services in the
completed building were
conducted in late 1913.

(Mary Musgrave, age 100,
who was the first person
baptized on the site, remains
a vibrant member of the
current congregation!)
As we celebrate a century of
grace and goodness,
recalling the faithful witness
of our forebears, Anglicans
today recognize that our
quickly-evolving city
represents a microcosm of
the wider world. Toronto is a
vast, vibrant, multi-ethnic,
multicultural “community of
communities” where citizens
of varied faiths – and none –
interact. In this 21st-century
cultural context, Christians
are challenged more than
ever to “respect the dignity
of every human being” and
to love and serve our
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neighbours as ourselves.
Moreover, the call to be
reconcilers and peacemakers is more urgent than
ever. Entering our second
century, Grace Church
remains committed to the
work of ecumenical and
interfaith understanding
pioneered in recent decades,
and we continue to
collaborate with people of
good will. Tonight’s Interfaith
Speaker Evening – an
inspiring witness to mutual
respect – we count among
our many blessings.
The Rev. Canon Peter Walker
Rector of Grace Church
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Holy Rosary Catholic Church
Truth and Certainty
G.K. Chesterton made a
typically witty remark about
certainty:
At any street corner we may
meet a man who utters the
frantic and blasphemous
statement that he may be
wrong. Every day one
comes across somebody
who says that of course his
view may not be the right
one. Of course his view
must be the right one, or it is
not his view.
- Orthodoxy
The point of this paradoxical
statement is that everyone,
even the total sceptic, thinks
he’s right. Otherwise he
wouldn’t be a sceptic. The
proof is his eagerness to
point out that anyone who
has faith, for instance, is
wrong, just as the person of

faith would say the sceptic
was wrong. I’m tolerant if I
allow him to draw his own
conclusions, but I don’t have
to say that we are both right.
Logic has some claim on the
opinions of a rational being.
We’re all inescapably
committed to certainty about
the truth of things as we see
it. The important thing,
therefore, is continually to
challenge our view, to refine
it, and if necessary to adjust
or even alter it – and not
simply on the grounds of
logic. Chesterton, again,
points out that nobody is
more logical than a madman.
Try arguing about 9/11 with a
conspiracy nut if you doubt
what I say. The test of a
valid worldview, therefore, is
not its logical consistency
but its range, for what the
obsessive individual lacks is
not logic, but imagination.
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The best worldview is
comprehensive, in that it
includes an openness to the
transcendent as well as an
appreciation of a certain,
limited self-sufficiency of the
physical universe. We’re all
certain about something.
The important thing is to be
certain that we are certain
about what is true.
Rev. Daniel Callam
Holy Rosary Church
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St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
How pleasant it is for
brothers and sisters to dwell
together in unity.
- Psalm 133
I didn’t grow up with a lot of
diversity in my world – at
least, I didn’t think that I did.
Growing up in small-town
Southern Ontario, I assumed
that everyone’s family was
like mine: white, Christian,
English. It wasn’t true, of
course, but it was mostly
true in my town, and society
enhanced the blinders I
wore by lifting up as
normative all that was white,
Christian and English around
me. When the Pakistani
doctor and his family moved
in next door, it was all very
exotic, but it didn’t change
my Anglo-Saxon
assumptions about my
world.
Then, in the 80’s when the
tragedy of the Vietnamese
“boat people” came to light,
my family welcomed a
young Vietnamese refugee

into our home, and I was
suddenly confronted with
diversity daily. Every little
thing – from communicating
to eating to the normal
habits of hygiene – was a
daily reminder to me that the
way I lived was not actually
normative, and the
assumptions I had about the
world were not accurate,
which changed my whole
outlook on the world. No
longer monochromatic, my
world became colourful,
rich, and exciting. As I write,
I’m reminded how thankful I
am that this young Buddhist
Vietnamese girl came into
our lives.

in the planning of this event,
and thank you to you who
have come out in support of
peace and fellowship in the
midst of great and wonderful
diversity.
Peace,
The Rev. Brian Wilker-Frey
Pastor,
St. Ansgar Lutheran Church

This is what this evening
celebrates: the fact that our
neighbourhood is full of
diversity and difference, and
the fact that this diversity
only makes us and our
neighbourhood stronger and
richer.
Thank you to those who
commit to spending a year
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Temple Sinai
Sometimes, we make things
more complicated than they
are. As adults, we search
for abstractions and
analyses that will allow us to
set our priorities. The result
is often confusion and
distraction. We can gain a
more powerful perspective
from children. We are lucky
when our traditions record
the thoughts of youth from
previous generations.
The Babylonian Talmud talks
about the day that the
students took over the
house of study. Where did
their teaching begin?
(Shabbat 104). They taught
that the most important
matter, the first priority, is
understanding. The
acquisition of information
and expertise requires
knowledge. To acquire

understanding requires
experience.
Living in a multicultural city
like Toronto, one might
guess that we come into
contact with our fellow
citizens of all backgrounds
and faiths without effort. My
sense of the truth is really
quite different. While we are
surrounded by people of all
different cultures, we do not
necessarily meet one
another. Understanding
requires that we make the
time and effort to get to
know the other. This brief
time we spend together
should lead to the beginning
or further building of
understanding and
relationships.

importance in the world
today. When times are
tough, we can easily grow
more insular and
judgmental. However, these
are precisely the moments
when community is most
important. We need
reminders that we are not
alone. Whatever our
background or profession,
whether we live in a family or
as an individual, we
strengthen ourselves and
our community when we
reach out. May this evening
challenge us to reach
beyond the familiar and the
comfortable so that we can
learn about one another.
Rabbi Michael Dolgin

An evening at an interfaith
gathering is of great
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Timothy Eaton Memorial Church
“Going beyond the ties that
bind us together –
Addressing the persecution
of believers”
On April 24 this year, I
experienced something that
is best described as
“touchingly magnificent.” I
had the privilege of meeting
political leaders on
Parliament Hill, and I
attended the daily Question
Period. At one point the
usual chaotic proceedings
came to a halt and a motion
was introduced representing
all the political parties. It
read:
“This house is united in
expressing Canada’s
recognition of Andrey
Sheptytsky’s courageous
actions, compassion for his
oppressed Jewish Ukrainian
countrymen, and enduring
example of commitment to

fundamental human rights
as humankind’s highest
obligation.”
This was in recognition of
the role that Metropolitan
Sheptytsky played in
defending the Jewish
population during the Nazi
occupation of Ukraine. In so
doing, he stood boldly for
the safeguarding of human
rights for all citizens,
regardless of race or
religious conviction, and he
did so as a Christian leader.
That same night, at an
interfaith event hosted by
Machzikei Hadas
Synagogue in Ottawa,
followed by a Kosher
banquet at the Chateau
Laurier, Rabbi Ruben Bulka
addressed the current
problem of the persecution
of Christians throughout the
world. The keynote speaker
was Immigration Minister
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Jason Kenny, and
representatives from all the
political parties were
present. Rabbi Bulka said,
“There is a crescendo of
attacks on the Christian
community the world
over . . . . We should stand
together against this
persecution.” Mr. Kenny
had similar sentiments: “In
our tolerant society, too
many are saying that
Christians are getting what’s
coming to them . . . . This is
a new form of blood libel. It
must be repudiated at every
opportunity.”
The Rev. Dr. Andrew Stirling
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Yorkminster Park Baptist Church
Dear Neighbour:
A few weeks ago a friend in
the Arab world who has
been participating in an
interfaith dialogue
on the Middle East wrote to
me saying that a Christian
leader had privately confided
in him and confessed he has
no hope for peace in the
Middle East. After hearing
the gloomy forecast, my
friend wrote to me half-way
around the world in the hope
that the sun was still shining
somewhere.
I had only just returned from
a visit to a synagogue with
55 people from my
congregation. We were
greeted at the synagogue as
if we were long-lost family.
As our visit was coming to
an end, one of our members
asked our host, an elderly
docent, if she had
any children. She said, “Yes,
four boys.” He said,
“I thought so, because my
mother had three boys and
if I didn’t know better I would
swear you were her.”

Though the comment
brought laughter, it was
probably the most profound
thing anyone could have
said. Whether consciously
or not, we had all been
reminded of our mother,
because as Christians the
church in many ways is our
mother, and when we visit a
mosque or synagogue, it
is so close to home we can’t
help but think of her. Not
only is the synagogue so
close to home, but we are all
part of the same family.
As I listened to some of the
comments afterwards I
quickly came to realize that
for some this visit had been
enlightening and even
transforming. One
commented on a stained
glass window she had seen
in the synagogue which
portrayed her favourite
Biblical story. Her eyes were
opened in wonderment as
she realized how much we
hold sacred in common.
Another said they had never
been in a Jewish house of
worship and hadn’t
expected to feel so at home.
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We had gone to see a space
and we had met a person
and the grace and wisdom
of this one soul had turned
new lights on for us all.
I was glad my discouraged
friend had written because I
believe the answer to some
of the problems in the
Middle East can begin right
here on our own doorstep. It
is by listening to each other
and hallowing all that we
hold in common as sacred
through local events like this
annual Neighbourhood InterFaith gathering that the
doors to new possibilities for
peace can be born and hope
can live in this world.
Sincerely,
The Rev. Dr. J. Peter Holmes
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Greeting from
Shore, Newman & Rose LLP
100 Sheppard Ave. East, Suite 850
North York, Ontario M2N 6N5

on the 26th Annual
Interfaith Speaker Event

LIONEL GOLDSTEIN BSC,D.V.M
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR
ONTARIO VETERINARY COLLEGE

Also Available Truck Service

RICHARD KLYS D.V.M.
KRISTEN GLEISER D.V.M.
CAROLYNN ROSS D.V.M
LISA WONG D.V.M

Best wishes on the occasion of the
26th Annual Neighbourhood Interfaith Speaker Event

Morley Bedford Funeral Services and the Crawford Family

The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
gratefully acknowledges the generosity of
Eunice Denby Flowers for the contribution of the
floral arrangements
for this evening’s reception.

The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group
gratefully acknowledges the generosity
of
Faster Linen Service
for the contribution
of the linens
for this evening’s reception.

The Benjamin and Levitt Families congratulate the
Neighbourhood Interfaith Group on the occasion of their
26th Annual Speaker Event.

2401 Steeles Ave., West, Toronto

416-663-9060

www.benjamins.ca

Members 2012
ADATH ISRAEL CONGREGATION
Rabbi David C. Seed
97 Southbourne Avenue

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH
The Rev. W. Tay Moss
240 Avenue Road

Toronto, ON M3H 1A4
T: 416.635.5340 ext. 321 E: rabbiseed@adathisrael.com
www.adathisrael.com

Toronto, ON M5R 2J4
T: 416.922.4371 E: taymoss@churchofthemessiah.ca
www.churchofthemessiah.ca

BETH HABONIM

GRACE CHURCH ON-THE-HILL

Eli Rubenstein
5 Glen Park Avenue
Toronto, ON M6B 4J2
T: 416.782-7125 E: uiaeli@passport.ca
www.congregationhabonim.org

The Rev. Canon Peter Walker
300 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, ON M4V 1X4
T: 416.488.7884 E: pwalker@gracechurchonthehill.ca
www.gracechurchonthehill.ca

BETH SHOLOM SYNAGOGUE
Rabbi Aaron Flanzraich
1445 Eglinton Avenue West
Toronto, ON M6C 2E6

HOLY ROSARY CATHOLIC CHURCH
The Rev. Father Daniel Chui, C.S.B.
354 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, ON M5P 1N4

T: 416.738.6105 E: rabbi@bethsholom.com
www.bethsholom.net

T: 416.923.8471 E: danielchui@holyrosary.ca
www.holyrsary.ca

BETH TORAH CONGREGATION
Rabbi Yossi Sapirman

ST. ANSGAR LUTHERAN CHURCH
The Rev. Brian Wilker-Frey

47 Glenbrook Avenue
Toronto, ON M6B 2L7
T: 416.782.4495 ext. 24 E: rabbiyossi@bethtorah.com
www.bethroah.ca

1480 Avenue Road
Toronto, ON M5N 2J1
T: 416.783.3570 E: pastor@stansgar.ca
www.stansgar.ca

BETH TZEDEC CONGREGATION
Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl
1700 Bathurst Street
Toronto, ON M5P 3K3
T: 416.781.3511 E: ravbaruch@beth-tzedec.org

TEMPLE SINAI
Rabbi Michael Dolgin
210 Wilson Avenue
Toronto, ON M5N 3B1
T: 416.487.4161 E: dolgin@templesinai.net

www.beth-tzedec.org

www.templesinai.net

THE BISHOP STRACHAN SCHOOL
The Rev. Cathy Gibbs, Chaplain
298 Lonsdale Road

TIMOTHY EATON MEMORIAL CHURCH
The Rev. Dr. Andrew Stirling
230 St. Clair Avenue West

Toronto, ON M4V 1X2
T: 416.483.4325 x1050 E: cgibbs@bss.on.ca
www.bss.on.ca

Toronto, ON M4V 1R5
T: 416.925.5977 E: andrewstirling@temc.net
www.temc.net

CHRIST CHURCH DEER PARK

YORKMINSTER PARK BAPTIST CHURCH

The Rev. Kevin Robertson
1570 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4T 1Z8
T: 416.920.5211
www.christchurchdeerpark.org

The Rev. Dr. J. Peter Holmes
1585 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4T 1Z9
T: 416.922.1167 E: jpholmes@primus.ca

CANADIAN YESHIVA & RABBINICAL SCHOOL
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum
81 St. Mary Street
Toronto, ON M5S 1J4
T: 416.900-4796 E: rabtanenbaum@sympatico.ca

Organizing Committee
Jerold Grammer, Chair
George Edmonds, Q.C.
Martin Epstein
Heidi Fiebig
Randi Fine
Barbara Noble-Holding
Ian Pont
Gary Posner
Shari Rossman-Witkin
Molly Rothman
Paul Seaton
Lindsay Shaddy
Toni Silberman
Charles Smedmor
Loretta Tanenbaum
Rabbi Roy D. Tanenbaum

Beth Tzedec Congregation
Timothy Eaton Memorial Church
Beth Torah Congregation
St. Ansgar Lutheran Church
Adath Israel Congregation
Holy Rosary Catholic Church
Temple Sinai
Beth Sholom Synagogue
Beth Tzedec Congregation
Beth Torah Congregation
Temple Sinai
Grace Church on-the-Hill
Beth Torah Congregation
Yorkminster Park Baptist Church
Canadian Yeshiva & Rabbinical School
Canadian Yeshiva & Rabbinical School
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The Neighbourhood Interfaith Group would like to thank the following people and
organizations for their generous donations of products and services.
Beth Torah Congregation – venue
Eunice Denby Flowers – floral arrangements
Faster Linen Service – table linens
Rabbi Yossi Sapirman – gift for guest speaker
Lindsay Shaddy – evening programme
Toni Silberman – gift for guest speaker
We would also like to express our appreciation to our suppliers, Levy’s Catering
and PrintThreeToronto, for going the extra mile to make the evening a success.
In addition, we would like to acknowledge with gratitude our advertisers, whose
financial contributions have helped to keep the ticket price affordable,
encouraging the widest possible participation. Please let them know that you
saw their ad in this programme.

NEIGHBOURHOOD INTERFAITH GROUP

26TH ANNUAL SPEAKER EVENING

ONE OF CANADA’S
MOST RESPECTED INVESTMENT FIRMS
IS NOW

ONE OF THE WORLD’S
MOST RESPECTED INVESTMENT FIRMS.

®

When investment managers McLean Budden and MFS combined, we became MFS McLean BuddenSM.
But we became much more than that. This combination opens up a wealth of new possibilities for all our
clients worldwide.
Our significantly expanded global research platform will give our clients access to analysts and portfolio
managers around the world, tracking securities in more than 80 countries. And of course, fueled by our
proprietary research-driven approach, the number of investment solutions will also increase.
McLean Budden’s rich history as one of Canada’s oldest investment firms has been well documented,
while MFS wrote its own place in the history books by inventing the mutual fund in the United States in
1924. With more than 150 combined years of wealth management, industry accolades, plus a shared
customer-centric philosophy, the collective strength of these two storied organizations is formidable.

MFS McLean BuddenSM is proud to sponsor this year’s Neighborhood Interfaith Group Dinner.

To learn more about our investment
solutions, contact
Ed Kwan +1 416 862 8610

MFS McLean BuddenSM is the registered business name of McLean Budden Limited.

